Zearn Math for Tennessee Pricing

Zearn Math for Tennessee is a blended K–8 curriculum that offers a comprehensive suite of print and digital materials to support teachers in planning daily instruction that meets the evolving needs of every student.

Print materials

**TEACHER EDITION**

- **Course Guide:** Educative supports teachers need to accurately address grade-level expectations of the standards.
- **Mission Books:** Unit-level books offering lesson materials and instructional guidance for leading every day of instruction.
- **Assessments:** All mid- and end-of-unit assessments, along with detailed answer guides and rubrics dedicated to TN State Standards.

**STUDENT EDITION**

Consumable student curriculum workbook, including application and practice problems, templates, and exit tickets for students to use alongside instruction.

Digital platform access

- Daily adaptive digital lessons for students with on-screen teachers, frequent checkpoints, interactive visual models, and built-in differentiated support.
- Instructional materials & assessments available for download in English and Spanish.
- Real-time progress monitoring for teachers and leaders.
- Tailored intervention lesson recommendations from our full K–8 math library.

On-demand Curriculum Study PD for every objective of K–5 math. *(Optional)*

**$2,500** per school for all teachers, administrators, and students

Manipulative kits

Everything classrooms need to conduct rich, hands-on learning. Available for purchase through Hand2Mind.

Dedicated professional development

Come together with educators from your school or district for an in-person or virtual PD session—tailored for your implementation.

Contact [info@zearn.org](mailto:info@zearn.org) to learn more.